
Plow Deeply
Into God’s Word
Without
Knowing Greek

Gain Access To Insights From The Greek NT 
The New Testament TransLine is more than a full-

fledged translation of the Greek New Testament. It is a
TRANS-lation in out-LINE format. It brings you closer to
the Greek text than even the most literal word-for-word
English translations, allowing you access to the eye-
opening nuances of Biblical Greek. The literal translation
is arranged in outline format so as not only to translate
the words, but also to visually display the flow of thought
contained in the Greek words. The New Testament
TransLine puts the power to understand God’s word at
a much deeper level into the hands of all God’s people.

From Reader Reviews of the NT TransLine:
“... an extremely valuable resource! One of the

challenges confronting pastors is time - especially taking
the time to outline the passage so it is accurate, excellent
and memorable. Your work has been a lifesaver for me!” 

“... a joy to just read and study.  When I read it I
feel like I am reading the Greek NT... The notes are
fantastic and extremely helpful.”

"WOW!" Being a teacher and perpetual student
of New Testament Greek, I am amazed at just how well-
done this resource is. It so closely parallels the New
Testament Greek, and yet is not unintelligible for English
readers.  And the commentary notes and concise word
studies... are truly outstanding. The author does a good
job of providing a variety of interpretations without
allowing his own biases to come to the surface. I give this
resource not merely a "5" but a "10" star rating.”

The author, Michael Magill, graduated Valedictorian with a B.A. in Bible from Biola University. He earned an M.Div. in New Testament
from Talbot School of Theology, and received the Robert N. Oliver Award in Systematic Theology. He taught Greek at Biola University
and Logos Bible Institute. He is the author of the Disciples’ Literal New Testament: Serving Modern Disciples By More Fully Reflecting
the Writing Style of the Ancient Disciples, which presents this same translation in paragraph format.

The New Testament TransLine was first published in by Zondervan in 2002, and is now available in a second edition at Amazon.com.
1025 pages. ISBN 978-1-55635-935-4. Published by Wiph & Stock.    http://reymapublishing.com.      Reyma@LiteralNewTestament.com.   

“It’s kind of like having a concordance, a
transliteration a Greek lexicon and a texual
commentary all rolled into one.  Plus, you don’t have
to read Greek..” 

The NT TransLine offers the Bible student:
w Greater faithfulness to the words and

grammar and forms of the Greek text than any
standard English translation.  

w A clear visual display of the flow of thought
of the NT writers based on the Greek text.

w Introductory overviews of each book using
the  words of its author.

w Notes on alternative meanings of Greek
words that help flesh out their meaning.

w Notes listing all the places a Greek word is
used in the NT for over 3200 words, nearly 60% of NT
vocabulary. Thus you can confirm the translation and
gain insight into the meaning and usage of a Greek
word without knowing any Greek. 

w Notes on interpretation that explain the
meaning where needed, and that summarize the
major interpretations of controversial NT passages.

w Notes describing over 3000 textual
variations in the Greek manuscripts that lie behind all
English translations. For the first time, English readers
can review the actual raw data behind this issue.


